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As reported in an article dated July 7 in the NEW YORK TIMES (07/08/87), employees of the
World Bank have brought a class action suit against the Bank's president, Barber Conable, to delay
dismissals of hundreds of economists and other professionals, the demotions of hundreds more and
position changes for most. The complaint was disclosed by Washington lawyers for the employeeelected Staff Association. The employees' complaint is the most serious challenge to date to a
broad-ranging $100 million reorganization launched by Conable. The Staff Association complaint
was filed before an institution of the bank known as the Administrative Tribunal, comprised of
prominent attorneys from seven member nations, and entirely independent of bank management.
US courts have little jurisdictino in matters involving international institutions. Conable has
declared the reorganization is necessary in part to make the bank more efficient for its expanded
role in managing debt problems designated by Treasury Secretary James Baker in October 1985.
A principal objective of the Baker Plan is to reorient the Bank toward assistance of debtor nations'
general economies, vis-a-vis its traditional role in lending for development projects. The World Bank
is one of Washington's biggest bureaucracies, a sibling of the much smaller International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and is sprawled along Pennsylvania Ave. in 17 locations identified by letters of the
alphabet. Employees number more than 6,000, most well-educated, and 75% of whom are foreign. In
the 1987 fiscal year, which ended June 30, the Bank lent $17.6 billion, $1.3 billion more than in 1986.
On July 7, the bank's board approved an administrative budget for fiscal year 1988 of $690 million,
$7 million less than in 1987. Among other things, the reorganization plan establishes four senior vice
presidents, in place of two. The senior vice presidents appoint their immediate subordinates, who
then pick their own, and the process continues, in a cascading process from top to bottom through
the bank hierarchy. "The scheme is tainted by the system of subjective choice," the complaint says.
In August, "round two" of the process will begin, and will continue through September. Employees
who are not selected are encouraged to search throughout the bank for a department that will take
them. Some will be disappointed. Management has ordered the elimination of 390 positions and has
set aside $101.3 million for those employees' separation pay and pensions and for other purposes of
the reorganization, such as retraining.
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